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the new mac version will make it easier to deploy redshift and to scale up its performance as
required, and it means that existing redshift licenses now include their lifetime support subscription,
which helps to ensure it remains a top performing component of your production pipeline. our new

mac version has been rigorously tested to ensure that its stability and reliability match or exceed its
windows counterparts, but of course there is a caveat. support for macos is new and unproven. we

have been working tirelessly to ensure that its working and that you can rely on it, but we will not be
able to offer you 24/7 support and guarantee functionality. the macos version will be an asset to you
and we will work hard to provide you with a functioning and reliable product. for the vast majority of
issues, our diagnostic and troubleshooting tools and knowledge bases will be able to help. you can

use us and our dedicated tech support team via our support site or you can email the team. visit our
web site at www.redshiftpro.com for more details on redshift, and please make sure to visit us at

redshiftpro.com and follow us on twitter at twitter.com/redshiftpro . and don't forget to check out the
tools section on our site. thank you! thank you for supporting redshift and for purchasing a node-

locked license. we are extremely proud of our work, and to help sustain our effort of having the best
product on the market, we ask that you help support our efforts by giving us a valid license code.
while redshift is not designed as a production production delivery renderer, it can be used in that

capacity for a wide array of tasks, from commercial grade to the personal projects of scholars, small
studios and hobbyist, and for the authoring of magazines and books. the software is available in two
versions - the redshift academic license, with a wide array of education and commercial options, and

the redshift student license, designed for education and/or academic-related projects. redshift is
priced at a relatively low price for such an advanced piece of software.
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